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I.     INTRODUCTION 

 
Edge Detection is an emerging concept and is 

used in many fields.  Edge Detection is a major 
contributor to the image processing industry.  
Edge detection is used in the following fields are 
Biological, Medical, Astrological, and Industrial.  
Filtering, Localization, Smoothing/Filtering, 
Enhancement these four modes are used in the 
image segmentation. Before using the edge 
detection technique in an image, remove all the 
noises from it.  Gaussian Noise, Salt and Pepper 
Noise, Impulse Noise should minimize the 
occurrence of these noises. Edge Detection is 
made easier and better by reducing noise.  

The Edge Detection method is technically 
termed as search based procedure.  To fine an 
edge, need to check its local maxima and its 
direction.  Calculation of second order expression 

is learned by selecting zero crossing technique or 
edge profile. Those expressions are Laplacian 
and Non Linear. The best edge detection is thus 
determined by the change in its intensity.  The 
only conceptual point of view is the edge 
detection technique classified as a contextual or a 
non-contextual method.   
 

Once the image is smoothed and 
enhanced its edges is used by a variety of 
algorithms. The algorithm can be a classical 
argument or derived algorithm.  The classical 
method includes a wide variety of operators like 
Prewitt operator, Sobel operator, Robert Cross 
edge operator, Robinson.  Optimal Edge 
Detection method like Laplacian 
of Gaussian (LoG) edge detection, Canny Edge 
Detection and the ISEF algorithm is based on the 
Canny Gaussian method.  
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Abstract: 
 
            Edge is a rapid replacement such takes place in an image.  Edge Detection is a method worn maximum repeatedly for 
image segmentation depends on hasty difference in intensity. Edge Detection is a measure that discovers existence and region 
of edges instituted by unexpected alteration in intensity of digital images.  Edges confine the boundaries amid region on an 
image, which aid with object recognition and image segmentation.  Edge Detection of an image notably decreases the 
quantum of data and filters out idle tiding, while protecting the vital morphological properties in images.  The common 
method of edge detection is to study the alteration n of a single image pixel in a region, widely the deviation of the edge 
neighboring first series or second series to make out the edges.  In this paper, review the various edge detection methods like 
significant operator method such as sobel operator, prewitt’s technique, canny technique and Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG) 
edge detection methods  are specified. 
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The neural network based approach used 

in this technique is compared with machine 
learning methods such as Fuzzy Edge Detection 
technique, Genetic Algorithm. Edge detection is 
used in many fields with appropriate methods. 
 

As a result of using the Edge Detector 
leading to a set of linked elements representing 
boundaries. Thus, by using edge detection 
Capturing irrelevant data and important ones 
Structural properties of the image can 
significantly reduce the means for an image and 
ignore the amount of data that needs to be 
processed. If the Edge Detection step is 
successful, the steps below it and the actual 
image are anchored on it. Obtaining such fine 
edges from real-life image is a complicated one. 
Edge Detection is the basis for Image processing, 
Image Analysis, Pattern Recognition, Computer 
vision technique. 
 

II. EDGE DETECTION METHOD 

A. Classical Method 

 Gradient Calculation, pixel and Regional 
Maxima Detection based on the establishment of 
Edge Detection [2].  Edge detection is based on 
computing the gradient for pixels and translating 
edges according to the local maximum.  Classical 
Method is a fundamental method for discovering 
the edges and its direction.  This approach is 
actually easy and thoroughly on the distinct 
numerous operators.  The Sobel Edge Detector is 
an easy-to-use operator but has some difficulties 
in quickly and clearly identifying the outer edge. 
The operator does not run properly with more 
noise. The Prewitt operator does not perform the 
smoothing task to the extent of the sobel operator. 
The drawbacks are that this method is noisy and 
inaccurate.  
 
 
 
 
1) Robert Cross Edge Detection  
 

 Robert Cross Edge Detector is a 2D spatial 
gradient measurement based on the image. Edge detection 
takes place on the basis of higher spatial frequencies.  The 
spatial gradient size of the input image for each the output 
of each pixel and the gray scale image are presented as 
different pixels. The image below tells about kernel. 
The Roberts equation is, 

 

 

Fig 1: Convolution kernels for Robert Edge Detection 

2) Sobel Edge Detection  

 The Sobel Edge Detection is akin to the Robert 
Edge Detection [6]. The absolute gradient measure is used 
to find the input of each point in an input grayscale image. 
The design of these kernels is seen with the pixel grid 
running vertically and horizontally.  There are two steep 
orientations to an one kernel. The kernels are able to create 
separate measurements of the gradient components of each 
orientation by using the input image separately. These can 
be combined to determine the orientation of the gradient 
and the absolute magnitude of the slope at each point. 
  

 

|G| =√𝐺𝑥2 + 𝐺𝑦2 , q=arctan (Gx|Gy) 
 
3) Prewitt Edge Detection 

  
 In Prewitt operator, the edge computation detects 
the difference between the relative pixel intensities of an 
image. Derivative masks are all masks used to detect edge 
[7]. It is known through continuous training that the image 
is a signal. So it is only by using variance to calculate 
changes in a signal. These operators are called derivative 
operators.  The operator or algorithm determines the 
direction to measure the size and the orientation of edges.   
 

G=√𝐺2𝑥 + 𝐺2𝑦𝜃 = atan2(Gy, Gx ) 

 
 It includes both the vertical and horizontal edge 
circumstance.  It has only 8 chances for orientation.  What 
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is now selected is the transform mask with the largest 
module. 
 

B. The Optimal Edge Detection Method (Gaussian 

Method)  

This method is presented by Mar-Hilderth 
experimented with the idea of resembling an 
edge for the change in image orientation, this 
suggests finding a zero crossing is very serious 
level above the maximum. Because of usage no 
Laplacian filter, no corners and no curves 
accurately diagnosed. Improved methods such as 
canny and optimum edge ISEF methods can be 
recovered from previous shortcomings.   Product 
analysis was performed with Gaussian first order 
to identify the boundary of the canny operator 
derivative. It explores the possibilities of pixels 
noise at the boundary. The ISEF method is thus 
paving the way. This gives a better signal rate to 
noise.   
  
 
1) Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG) Edge Detection  
 

The biggest improvement is noise reduction.  The 
Gaussian function is used to round the image. 

 

 
 

 

The Laplacian value is calculated and the pixel with zero 
crossing is taken as the edge.  A method of using the image 
pyramid repeats the softening.  A Pyramid is located on by 
two types of filters.  It is labeled as High pass filter and 
Low pass filter. 

2)  Canny Edge Detection 

 White Gaussian treats a noise as new and the 
operator accurately detects noise and edges by providing a 
change filter to smoothing.  The canny edge detectors aid 
the three aspects necessary for discovering edges [8].  In 
the SNR, the signal to noise ratio must be high. To increase 
the detection of edges, an error rate indicating it must be 
specified. 
To increase the detection of edges, the error rate 
representing it must be known. The localization rate must 
be low between the actual edge and the detected edge. 
 

C. Statistical Method 

 Statistical Edge Detection has includes the 
Statistical Inference [9].  It also so called as data driven 
method.  Numerous edges utilizing the various scales are 
integrated by joint dispersion.  The cue computation 
supplies the relative efficiency indicators for multilevel 
processing. The four main actions are in the processing is 
scaling, blending, feature extraction and conditioning.  The 
blending action is the main concept of blending learning or 
computational learning.   
 

D. Neural Network based Method 

Many elements are put together using connections.   
The watershed transforms severance of luminance element 
of colour image is identified [4].  It has includes three 
layers, there are input layer, hidden layer and output layer.  
The neuron in one layer is associated with the specific 
neuron in the former layer.  The consolidation of the 
neurons is deliberated as points on the edges. 

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 

 
Fig 2: Result of Edge Detection 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

 Every edge detectors illustrated in this 
paper determines the optimal edge detection.  
The edge model dictated with two conditions that 
is the Change is unpredictable and the intensity is 
constantly protected. Many here have described 
the detectors. Still, innovators miss out Real 
Edges and unsatisfactory results.  

Due to errors in image attributes incorrect 
selection and execution of the algorithm.   In 
order to cross the unforeseen result and irritating 
noisy images every algorithm is utilized that the 
image is higher when the signal to noise ratio is 
occurred. This paper helps to study the various 
edge detection methods and its application in 
various sectors forefront to the good results 
according to the need. 
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